Jill Worrall Tours October 2021 Newsletter
Hi Everybody
Believe it or not I’ve actually operated and led a tour since my last newsletter! More about that later
but first some absolutely hot-off-the-press news!
Jill Worrall Tours has managed to secure a private charter aboard the Heritage Explorer for a sevenday, six-night cruise around the Marlborough Sounds in December.

Amazing Marlborough Sounds Cruise Offer!
This particular cruise has only just been made available to us and as it is only next month from
December 6 to 12, we’ve secured a heavily discounted and never-to-be- repeated price for the trip.
The cruise, operated by Christchurch-based Heritage Expeditions, is aboard their new 10-cabin
Heritage Explorer which can accommodate 17-18 guests in total. This is planned to be an exclusive
Jill Worrall Tour cruise operated with a fully vaccinated captain and crew.
This will be a wonderful way to relax, socialise, soak up some wonderful scenery and wildlife
before the hectic Christmas season AND will be a great way to generally celebrate after what has
been a somewhat fraught year for many of us! A fantastic way to start of summer and a very welldeserved break away.
I know many of you were disappointed when I had to cancel the mid-November tour to Golden Bay
and Marlborough Sounds (sadly, our accommodation providers needed certainty and money before
many travellers who had planned to come with me could be sure they could travel outside the
locked down parts of New Zealand). But, I’m a great believer in serendipity and although this is a
shorter trip it will be a wonderful way to explore the Marlborough Sounds from the water.
The cruise begins in Nelson, crossing Tasman Bay to d’Urville Island, including the seldom-visited
north coast. We then sail on to Pelorus Sound, the largest of the Marlborough Sounds and spend
two days in Queen Charlotte Sound (Captain Cook visited Ship Cove in the Sound five times). There
will be an option to walk a section of the Queen Charlotte Walkway, visit a predator-free nature
reserve and the former Tory Channel whaling station. The cruise ends in Picton, with the option of
an included transfer back to Nelson.
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On board there’s a great chef who will provide us with all meals during the cruise and drinks
(alcoholic and non-alcoholic) are included in the tour price. There’s also an expert expedition guide
with us throughout the cruise and every chance of spotting dolphins and fur seals en route. There
are two tenders for excursions, along with kayaks and fishing gear.
There is one upper deck double cabin available and on the lower deck, four double, two twins and
two single cabins. All are ensuite. A lower deck double/twin cabin is $3,775 per person and a single
cabin cost is $3,925.
We do only have until noon on Friday 19 November to confirm this charter, so we need your
expressions of interest as soon as possible. Moray will be happy to send you the full tour dossier
asap.

Future Cruises
Watch this space as I am planning at least two more New Zealand cruises in 2022 working in
conjunction with Heritage Expeditions.

A note on Covid-19 Vaccinations
As you will probably know, Air New Zealand is now requiring all domestic (as well as international
when we can all get out of the country!) passengers to have either proof they have been doublevaccinated or have had a negative Covid-test.
Many other operators in the travel industry (including Heritage Expeditions cruises and other
international airlines) are also requiring that all travellers/passengers are double-vaccinated.
Jill Worrall Tours supports these regulations, so we are also requiring anyone who books on a
JWTour to be fully vaccinated. As you will realise, we have little option given the decisions made by
operators, but I do want to stress that I support their stance. I want people to feel safe and worryfree on my tours.
Of course, anyone who has a Ministry of Health document (signed by the Director General of Health)
showing they have medical dispensation from having the vaccines is able to travel, although as yet
we are unable to say whether such a document will be accepted in overseas destinations.
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The Taranaki Garden Festival Tour (Oct 29-Nov 3)
Despite a few people regretfully being unable to join me on this tour because they were “stuck” in
various parts of the North Island, seven enthusiastic gardeners and/or lovers of plants generally,
were able to join me for this tour.

Lunch at the Nice Hotel and garden

Sanderson Garden

We stayed at extremely well-located Millennium Waterfront Hotel (the clue’s in the name!) so there
were fantastic sea views from the bar and restaurant as well as being very close to Len Lye’s famous
Wind Wand! Keith was our lovely driver.
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Over four and a half days we visited 16 gardens, ranging from suburban plots packed with an
amazing array of fruit and vegetables, an historic cemetery that has been transformed into a
stunning garden and a team of volunteers, through to some of New Zealand’s most famous gardens
including Tupare and Pukeiti.

Tour members in Pukekura Park's glorious conservatories

We had our personal favourites among the gardens and were inspired with new ideas for our own
places and, in the case of one tour member, were able to visit her childhood home (and she was
able to give us a personal tour through the farm homestead!).
Just absorbing the beauty and tranquillity of these stunning gardens was real balm for the soul.
We also managed to fit in a few studios and galleries, ate out in everything from Mongolian to Italian
restaurants and in the case of one room, managed to fill up the bath with numerous plants acquired
on the trip. I managed to board my flight with an 80cm-tall weeping maple home as hand luggage!

And what about 2022
I will have more information available next month on the tours already scheduled for 2022 and in
due course will be in contact at top speed when I know where else I will be able to take you later in
the new year.
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On the Home Front
Too many overcast and cool days have meant the roses are not in full bloom yet but shouldn’t be
long now! Natey’s own strawberry plants are about to fruit – he’s a keen gardener too and likes to
help Derek mow the lawn. He knows he is going to have a baby sister or brother in February so not
surprisingly his favourite soft toy, a penguin called Penelope, is now expecting too.

Natey in his playhouse with Nanu the polar bear (bought in Svalbard on our Artic trip!).

Derek’s working on a compilation of his newspaper columns, which his grandson-in-law is designing
and producing, and I’m still commuting between two or three vaccination clinics as a casual
administrator a couple of times a week. There are more articles of mine due to appear on Stuff
online and/or in sundry newspapers over the next few months
My aim, of course, is to hang on in there until I can get my tours back into full-swing and here’s
hoping that moment is not too far away (I’m running out of people to check in for vaccines!)
Very best wishes
Jill
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